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PACKARD 533 GOLFERS COUPE

PACKARD

VEHICLE DETAILS

Year: 1928

1928 Packard 533 Golfers Coupe

Chassis no: 144148R

Chassis number 144148R

Registration: UC1064

Registration number: UC1064

533 GOLFERS COUPE

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION / SERVICE HISTORY

Price: £SOLD
Vintage and Prestige Fine Motor Cars are proud to be offering this 1928
Packard 533 Golfers Coupe for sale. A spectacular Packard in mint order
throughout. This right hand drive example was sold new to the UK in
1928 and has remained here since. The Packard 533 spent nearly forty
years under single ownership during which time, it was dry stored and
beautifully preserved with low miles on the chassis. The Packard 533
was purchased in 2012 at which time a huge restoration project
undertaken leaving it in the condition we find it in today.
The paint is in ‘Azure Blue & Black, and is in pristine condition. New
carpets have recently been fitted as has blue hide upholstery to the
seating surfaces. The Packard 533 comes with a brand new black double
duck hood. Under the bonnet the rebuilt six cylinder engine displacing
some 4.3 litres is utterly smooth running and silent.
The Packard 533 is equipped with a useful dickey seat accommodating
four up motoring and has a small hatch where a set of gold clubs may

be inserted. The spare is rear mounted and has a smart black cover. A
huge amount of money and effort has been put into this car leaving it in
prize winning order throughout.
……………………………………..
FULL SCREEN VIEWING INSTRUCTIONS
To view the ‘Full Size’ images of this car, simply click the main image to
enlarge.
To reduce the images size, simply click the image again.
……………………………………..
Office 01375 379719
Richard Biddulph 07967 260673
Paul Fox 07955 588019
We accept Credit/Debit Cards.
Part Exchange welcome.
Weekend & evening viewings OK.
Viewings by appointment :
Prestige House.
9 Globe Industrial Estate,
Grays, Essex, RM17 6ST
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WORKSHOP ADDRESS
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